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Abstract- Nowadays clustering takes a crucial role in data mining. Clustering stands for grouping similar data items into a single
place. Inside the cluster there is high intra cluster similarity. In real world Social sites data, marketing, banking and industrial
data as going on increasing day by day. To handle those data is also a major problem which involves some privacy issues. All
existing systems use normal clustering techniques that can reduces the mining process but there is lack of sensitive information
and effort to mine data is complex. So the proposed MapReduce based privacy preserving techniques will efficiently outsource the
data into cloud and clustering operations performed on data being encrypted. Compared with existing methods, proposed
framework will give accurate results and suitable for cloud data.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Clustering is a standard procedure in multivariate data

a pre-defined number of exactly k clusters C1,… Ck. The

analysis. it's designed to explore AN inherent natural structure

optimizing criterion in the clustering process is the sum-of-

of the data objects, where objects inside identical cluster ar as

squared-error E between the objects in the clusters and their

similar as possible and objects in various clusters ar as

respective cluster centroids cen1,…cenk, K-means clustering

dissimilar as possible. The equivalence categories elicited by

is an iterative process that requires the update of clustering

the clusters give a method for generalizing over the info

centers based on the entire dataset after each round of

objects and their options. cluster strategies ar applied in

clustering. Considering the efficient support over large-scale

several domains, like medical analysis, psychology, political

datasets, these update processes also need to be outsourced to

economyand pattern recognition.Clustering is an exploratory

the cloud server in a privacy-preserving manner. There are so

data analysis.Therefore, the someone might need no of very

many MapReduce clustering methods are present but all are

little data concerning the parameters of the ensuing cluster

lack of providing security for outsourced data in cloud. In this

analysis. In typical uses of

work, we proposed a practical privacy-preserving K-means

Clustering the goal is to determine all of the following:

clustering scheme for large-scale datasets, which can be



The number of clusters,

efficiently outsourced to public cloud servers. Our proposed



The absolute and relative positions of the clusters,

scheme simultaneously meets the privacy, efficiency, and



The size of the clusters,

accuracy.



The shape of the clusters,



The density of the clusters.

2. Background Knowledge

The k-Means clustering algorithm is an unsupervised hard

In the below diagram there are two major components are

clustering method which assigns the n data objects 0,1.. on to

there. One is Cloud server and another one is Dataowner. In
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that dataowner having set of data objects which will
outsourced to cloud server for providing security via
encryption at the same time Clustering also done on given data
set at server side. While the clustering operation is going on,
the cloud server interacts with the dataowner for inputs. Those
input data given by dataowner is helpful in clustering.
The cloud server having access on encrypted data which is
generated by server. In background model the server of cloud
having additional information related dataset. The server was
unable to fetch the cluster centroids. In this way the proposed

Fig.1.Architecture

architecture maintains privacy and security for data apart from
server and outsiders.
3. The Model and Preliminaries

Along with k-means clustering,MapReduce method applied on

K-Means: The main purpose of k-means algorithm is to

large dataset. In MapReduce two parts are there. One is map

cluster similar data objects of same type into a cluster. It

function and another is Reduce function. It divides dataset into

relocates data objects into different clusters depending on

small pieces which are easy to process. Map function process

object weight and centriod based ecludien distance. The

data and produce intermediate output as <key,value> format.

objects which are irrelevant are left outside the cluster called

These results further forwarded to reduce function to do

outliers. Highintra similarity inside the cluster and high inter

reduce operation and review all outputs and gives final result

similarity outside the cluster will be maintained while

MapReduce Architecture:

performing clustering.
The below steps illustrate about k-means clustering.
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Encryption for security: To provide security and privacy

[6]. Jun Sakuma and Shigenobu Kobayashi. Large-scale k-

there should be Data Encryption algorithms were used, which

means clustering with user-centric privacy-preservation.

are Map privacy and Reduce Privacy steps.

Knowledge and Information Systems, 25(2):253–279, 2009.
[7]. Xun Yi and Yanchun Zhang. Equally contributory

4. Conclusion
The proposed MapReduce based K-means clustering scheme

privacy-preserving

k-means

in cloud computing is exercised on datasets. Our scheme

partitioned data. Inf. Syst., 38(1):97–107, March 2013.

achieves clustering speed and accuracy that are comparable to

[8]. RakeshAgrawal and RamakrishnanSrikant. Privacy-

the K-means clustering without privacy protection. The frame

preserving data mining. SIGMOD Rec., 29(2):439–450, May

work which was proposed is suitable for large datasets in

2000.

cloud which yields good results by means of accuracy and

[9]. B.M.G. Prasad, P. Naresh, V. Veeresh, “Frequent

time. Compared with existing methods, proposed framework

Temporal

will give accurate results and suitable for cloud data.
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